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The results of study of enzymatic activity Na-, K- adenosine triphosphatase in

erythrocytes of cows of different types of higher nervous activity are shown.

Established that cows with high levels of strength, mobility and balance of nervous

processes in the cerebral cortex have higher activity of studied enzyme compared with

animals of weak type.
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The improvement of cattle productivity is impossible without taking into

consideration the physiological features of organism, its response to various

technological stimuli, the ability of quick adaptation to changing environmental

conditions. The type of higher nervous activity substantially affects the realization of

cow's genetic potential for milk production determining the reactivity of organism to

environmental factors including the irritation, which stimulates milk synthesis and

milk removal [4].

In the researches of I.P. Pavlov and his students the theory of cortical and

visceral connections, whereby the type of nervous system plays an important role in

the implementation of autonomic body functions, is developed [3]. By its biological

significance the conditioned reflexes are the most subtle adaptive responses of the
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nervous system. Owing to the conditioned reflex the interaction of external stimuli

with the organism is made at different levels of its organization, including the

biochemical reactions [5].

Enzymes are necessary to carry out the biochemical reactions in order to

regulate and direct metabolism. Literature data indicate a lack of study about the

relationship between the enzyme systems and individual features of conditioned reflex

activity in animals.

The purpose of research was to determine the activity of Na+,  K+-adenosine

triphosphatase in erythrocytes of cows of different types of higher nervous activity.

Materials and methods. The study was conducted on 20 cows of Ukrainian

black and red milk breed during the second lactation kept at the farm “Heysyske”

Stavyschenskiy district, Kyiv region in 2008-2011 years.

Types of higher nervous activity (HNA) in cows were determined by the

method of food conditioned reflexes of G.V. Parshutin and T.V. Ipolitova [6]

modified by the Department of Animal Physiology, Pathophysiology and

Immunology  of  NULES  of  Ukraine  [7].  We  examined  the  strength,  mobility  and

balance of excitation and inhibition in cerebral cortex of animals. According to

definite typological specificities of nervous system we formed 4 experimental groups,

5 animals in each by the analogue method. The first group includes animals with

strong balanced mobile, the second – strong balanced inertial, the third – strong

unbalanced, and the fourth – weak types of HNA.

For the examinations blood samples were collected from the abdominal aorta

and subcutaneous abdominal vein in compliance with asepsis and antisepsis rules. For

the biochemical analysis we used blood plasma stabilized with sodium citrate 5%

solution.  Determination  of  Na+,  K+-adenosine triphosphatase enzymatic activity was

made in red blood cells which were prepared by blood plasma centrifugation at 3000

rev/min, then washed twice with saline [8]. The obtained results were analyzed

according to generally accepted methods of statistics through the Microsoft Excel

computer program.



Results and discussion. Adenosine triphosphatases (ATPase) – the class of

hydrolases that catalyze the cleavage of phosphoric acid residue from the molecule of

adenosine triphosphate. Functional activity of Na+,  K+-adenosine triphosphatase is an

integral indicator of changes in membrane environment of enzyme, the state of cell

antioxidant systems, specificity of cellular regulatory mechanisms that simulate its

activity [2]. Exactly the activity of this membrane-associated enzyme provides

transport of energy and structural materials through the cell membrane, membrane

potential and osmotic stability of cytoplasm [1].

In our studies we found that  cows with strong types of  HNA (strong balanced

mobile, strong balanced inert and strong unbalanced) have significantly higher activity

of Na+, K+-ATPase in erythrocytes of arterial blood than cows of weak type (Table).

1. Activity of Na+,K+- ATP-ase in erythrocytes of cows of different types of

higher nervous activity, M±m, n=5

Type of higher nervous activity
Activity of Na+,K+- ATP-ase, mkmol Pi/mg hours

Arterial blood Venous blood

Strong balanced mobile 0.30±0.01* 0.29±0.01**

Strong balanced inertial 0.29±0.01* 0.27±0.01*

Strong unbalanced 0.28±0.01* 0.27±0.02*

Weak 0.22±0.02 0.22±0.02

* – 0.05, * – 0.01 comparatively weak type of HNA

The activity of this enzyme in erythrocytes of arterial blood in cows of strong

balanced mobile type of HNA was 0.30 ± 0.01 mmol Pi / mg h, what is 26.67 % (p

<0.01) more than in cows of weak type. In animals of strong balanced inert and strong

unbalanced types of HNA the activity of Na+, K+-ATPase in erythrocytes was slightly

lower compared with animals of strong balanced mobile type, but higher than the

indices in animals of weak type respectively 24.14 and 21.43% (p<0.05).



The  activity  of  Na+,  K+-ATPase in erythrocytes of venous blood in all cows

tended to decrease compared with its activity in arterial blood. In cows of strong

balanced mobile type of HNA the activity of this enzyme in erythrocytes of venous

blood was 24.14% (p 0.01) higher than in cows of weak type. Animals of strong

balanced inert and strong unbalanced types of HNA were characterized by the same

activity of Na+,  K+-ATPase in erythrocytes of venous blood, but the value of its

activity in representatives of these two types of HNA was 18.52% (p 0.05) higher in

compare with animals of weak type.

Established positive correlation between activity of Na+,  K+-ATPase in

erythrocytes of arterial (r=0.60, p 0.01) and venous (r=0.61, p 0.01) blood and

strength of excitation and inhibition in cerebral cortex (Figure).

Figure. Correlation between the enzymatic activity of Na+,  K+-ATPase in erythrocytes of

cows and strength of nervous processes.

Thus, in cows of strong balanced mobile, strong balanced inert and strong

unbalanced types of HNA active of Na+,  K+-ATPase in erythrocytes of arterial and

venous blood was significantly higher than in cows of weak type.

The glycolytic pathway of the splitting glucose is less energetically beneficial

than oxidative phosphorylation, but plays an important role in metabolism. From the



research of Ken Okamoto et al. [9] it is known that adenosine triphosphate, which is

formed by glycolysis, is the predominant source of energy for the Na+, K+- adenosine

triphosphatase. At the same time there is a direct correlation between the level of

aerobic glycolysis and activity of Na+, K+- adenosine triphosphatase [10]. Our studies

have shown that cows with strong types of higher nervous had significantly higher

activity of Na+,  K+- adenosine triphosphatase than cows of weak type. The most

appreciable difference was observed between the marginal types of higher nervous

activity. Established the correlation between the strength of nerve processes and

studied enzyme activity in erythrocytes.

Conclusion. The activity of  Na+,  K+- adenosine triphosphatase in erythrocytes

of cows with strong nerve processes is18.5-26.7% (p <0.05) higher than the value of

this indicator in cows of weak type, what is the evidence of high activity of

transmembrane transport of substances in cells of cows with strong types of higher

nervous activity.
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